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1. Introduction 
Pattern matching in trees is fundamental to term rewriting systems [21], trans- 
formational programming systems [S, 15, 18,26,30,35], program editing and devel- 
opment systems [lo, 23, 321, code generators [14, 17, 19, 291, theorem provers [24], 
logic-programming optimizers that attempt to replace unification with matching [27], 
and compilers for functional languages such as ML [34], and Haskell [22] that have 
equational function definitions. 
This paper describes new solutions to a simple, basic kind of pattern-matching 
problem of wide application. The problem is specified formally in terms of a partially 
ordered pattern language. Given an alphabet C= F u {u} with one distinguished 
variable u and a finite set F of function symbols, where each such symbolfeF has arity 
A(f), then the linear pattern language for C is the smallest set of terms that include (i) 
u, (ii) constant c, if c is a function symbol with arity 0, and (iii)f(p,, . . . , pk), which we 
call anf-pattern, iffis a function symbol of arity k > 0 and its arguments pl, , pk are 
patterns in the language. 
The set of subpattern sub(p) of a pattern p is the smallest set that contains p, and, if 
p is anf-pattern with A(f)>O, then it also contains the subpatterns of the arguments 
of p. If q and p are two different patterns and q is a subpattern of p, then p is said to 
properly enclose q. The size of a pattern p is the number of occurrences of alphabet 
symbols in p. 
Linear pattern matching is defined as follows. Pattern p1 is said to be more general 
than pattern p2, denoted by p1 >p,, iff either (i) p1 is u, or (ii) p1 isf(x,, . . ..x~). p2 is 
j’(y,, . . . . JJ~) and Xi3yi for i= 1, . . . . k. If p1 >p,, we also say that p1 matches p2 or that 
[pl, p2] is a match. A subsumption dag for a set of patterns P is a directed acyclic graph 
that represents the reflexive transitive reduction of the partial ordering (P, 2). See the 
example illustrated in Fig. 1, where a is a constant andfis a binary function symbol. 
By the preceding definition, variable v serves as a place holder during matching. 
Thus, testing whether pattern p matches pattern q is equivalent to testing whether 
q can be formed from p by replacing occurrences of v in p by patterns, each of which 
may be different. 
a 
Fig. 1. Subsumption dag. 
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In order to gauge performance of different pattern-matching algorithms, it is useful 
to consider the following basic problem: 
Multi-pattern matching problem: Given a finite set P of patterns and a pattern 
t called the subject, find the set MPTM(P, t)={[p, q]: p~P,q~sub(t)Ip>q} of all 
patterns in P matching subpatterns of t. 
This paper is concerned with linear pattern matching and with solutions to the 
multi-pattern matching problem on a uniform cost sequential RAM [l, 281. More 
complex kinds of pattern matching can be solved by extensions to our algorithms. 
However, even for linear pattern matching, solving MPTM(P, t) efficiently seems to 
be extremely difficult. The current best space-efficient top-down algorithm to solve 
MPTM(P, t), where P contains a single pattern of size I and subject h is of size n, takes 
O(n $polylog(l)) time, a recent result due to Dubiner et al. [12], which improves 
Kosaraju’s [25] earlier O(n 1.75 polylog(l)) time bound. 
Bottom-up pattern matching seems to be even more difficult than top-down 
matching and is of special practical importance. In a seminal paper [20] Hoffmann 
and O’Donnell presented bottom-up linear pattern matching algorithms to solve 
MPTM,(t) for fixed P and subjects t without variable occurrences. They broke up the 
problem into two parts: (1) preprocessing P, and (2) solving MPTM,(t). Their 
bottom-up solution to MPTM,(t) was further broken up into repeated solutions to 
the following subproblem: 
Bottom-up subproblem: Given solutions to MPTM,(&), i= 1, . . . , k, solve 
MPTM,(f(t,, . . ..tk)). 
Of course, an efficient solution to the bottom-up subproblem is important to 
bottom-up tree rewriting, an application that concerned Hoffmann and O’Donnell. 
They sacrificed time and space in preprocessing P in return for an O(k) time solution 
to the bottom-up subproblem (not counting the time to produce output). Conse- 
quently, they obtained a O(n + o) time solution to MPTM,(t), where o is the number 
of pairs in MPTM,(t), and n is the size of t. However, auxiliary space during 
computation MPTM,(t) was excessive [20] both in theory and in practice (see 
Chase’s empirical data [7]). 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s work has stimulated a number of papers offering 
heyristic space improvements [2,3,7,31], and Chase’s method has aroused consider- 
able attention [7]. However, none of these papers gave proofs of theoretical im- 
provements or promising space/time tradeoffs. 
In this paper we present three new theoretical results in bottom-up linear pattern 
matching. 
(1) At the end of his CAAP ‘88 paper [3] Burghardt called for an efficient algorithm 
for preprocessing patterns P on-line with respect to additions and deletions of 
patterns. Such an algorithm is needed in the RAPTS transformational programming 
system [S], because incrementally modifying systems of rewrite rules is a frequent 
activity, and preprocessing full sets of patterns is highly expensive. 
In this paper we present an efficient pattern-preprocessing algorithm that builds the 
data structures used in Chase’s pattern-matching algorithm in a new way. Our 
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algorithm implements these data structures on-line with respect to additions and 
deletions of patterns. When our algorithm is applied repeatedly to solve batch 
preprocessing by adding one pattern at a time starting from the empty set, it runs 
asymptotically better in time and space than Chase’s batch algorithm. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell obtained a worst-case time bound of 0(1221(kmax+1)) for
preprocessing P and a worst-case auxiliary space bound of 0(121kmax) both for 
preprocessing P and for computing MPTM,(t), where k,,, is the greatest arity of 
any function symbol appearing in P, and I= 1 {q: p~P,q~sub(p)} I. Based on our 
coarse analysis, Chase’s algorithm improved these bounds to 0(1k,,,21kmax) time for 
preprocessing P, and O((k,,, + 2kmaX)2’ kmaX ) space for preprocessing P, and 
0(k,,,2’kmax ) space for computing MPTM,(t). Based on the same parameterization, 
our algorithm has the same space bounds as Chase but an improved 0(/2rkmaX) time 
bound for preprocessing P. Based on a more accurate parameterization and deeper 
analysis of the problem, our algorithm can be observed to have a more striking 
theoretical advantage over Chase’s algorithm. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell presented a special-purpose algorithm tailored to the 
class of simple patterns with polynomial worst-case preprocessing time and space. 
Our algorithm adapts to input instances in this class and performs better in both 
worst-case asymptotic time and space than their special-purpose batch algorithm. 
A prototype implementation of our algorithm is currently being used in the RAPTS 
transformational programming system [4] as the basis for searching, conditional 
rewriting, and static semantic analysis. A preliminary C implementation of our 
algorithm outperforms Chase’s implementation of his algorithm on the same data, 
machine, and compiler [7]; on the hardest problem instances we obtain a tenfold 
speedup. We believe that a more careful implementation of our algorithm would show 
a more dramatic improvement. 
(2) Our first result is modified to obtain a general space/time tradeoff. Roughly 
speaking, for parameter q 3 1, we trade O(q2) in time to solve the bottom-up subprob- 
lem in return for auxiliary space 0(lk,,,q22’1q+q2’kmaxiq). 
(3) In bottom-up pattern matching, the main difficulty that sorely needs to be 
overcome is space utilization. We present an algorithm for a subclass of Hoffmann 
and O’Donnell’s simple patterns that runs in O(1) space and O(log I) time to solve the 
bottom-up subproblem. A theoretical improvement to O(log log I) time for the bot- 
tom-up subproblem is obtained using Dietz’s persistent form [8] of the Van Emde 
Boas priority queue [37]. Previous bounds due to Hoffmann and O’Donnell are 0(12) 
time and space for an algorithm tailored to binary simple patterns (which our subclass 
properly includes) and O(lkmaX+l ) space with O(k) subproblem time for an algorithm 
handling all simple patterns. Thus, we offer a quadratic space improvement over the 
latter algorithm for binary patterns and even more dramatic improvement for pat- 
terns of greater arity. Our space compression is obtained by applying persistent data 
structures in a new way. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss Hoffmann and 
O’Donnell’s and Chase’s solutions to multi-pattern matching. After that we present 
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our on-line preprocessing algorithm, its adaptation to simple patterns, handling 
deletions, and a general space/time tradeoff. In the final section we present our third 
result, which deviates significantly from the earlier strategies of either Hoffmann and 
O’Donnell or Chase. 
2. Algorithms for bottom-up pattern matching 
2.1. Notation 
In addition to standard mathematical notation it will sometimes be convenient to 
use certain unconventional terminology. We let expression A with x abbreviate set 
element addition Au {x> (where in this context A is interpreted as the empty set if it is 
undefined). Likewise, A less x represents set element deletion A - {x}. Iffis a binary 
relation, then domainf= {x: [x, y]~f}, rangef= { y: [x, y]~f}, and f -I denotes the 
inverse map ([y, x]: [x, y] of}. Also, f(x) denotes function application (undefined if 
f is multi-valued at x or if x$domainf), f(x) d enotes multi-valued map application 
with value {y: [x, y]ef 1, and f[S] denotes the image of set S under f with value 
{Y: Cx, Ylef I-=$,. Th e number of elements in a finite set S is denoted by ISI. Iff is 
a binary relation (perhaps a function), then the number of pairs in its graph repre- 
sentation is denoted by IfI. If op is any binary, associative, and commutative operator, 
and S=(xi , . .., xk} is a set, then the APL-like reduction notation op/S denotes 
expansion x1 op . . op xk with an arbitrary ordering of arguments. For example, 
u/S= UTES T. If S is a set, we use the for-loop notation for XES loop block(x) end to 
execute block(x) repeatedly for each value XES without repetition. Finally, assignment 
A op:=x is used to abbreviate A:= A op x. 
2.2. HofSmann and O’Donnell’s bottom-up algorithm 
Bottom-up solutions presented by Hoffmann and O’Donnell and Chase treat the 
set P of patterns as fixed and the subject t (which for them has no variables) as the only 
parameter that can vary. In a bottom-up strategy to solve the multi-pattern matching 
problem, a complete set MPTM,(q) of matches is found for each subpattern q of 
t without reference to any subpattern of t that properly encloses q. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell explain their multi-pattern matching algorithm in terms 
of the following two notions. If P is a set of patterns, then the pattern forest PF of P is 
the set of subpatterns of all the patterns in P. If PF is the pattern forest for a set P of 
patterns and t is the subject, then the match set MS(t) for t is defined by the rule 
MS(t)={qEPFJq>t}. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell use an equivalent recursive definition of match sets (but 
restricted to subjects without variable occurrences) to obtain an efficient bottom-up 
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algorithm. The recursive rules shown below add a new rule for MS(v) to Hoffmann 
and O’Donnell’s rules so that match sets can be defined for arbitrary patterns. 
MS(U) = {u}, 
MS(c) = {u}, when constant cc$PF, 
{u, c}, when constant CEPF, 
(1) MS(S(t,,...,t,))=tf(q,, ...,qk)EPFlqiEMS(ti), i=l, . . ..k}u(u} 
Surprisingly, this new rule is merely a formalism, since it gives rise to exactly the same 
collection of match sets as derived by Hoffmann and O’Donnell. This is true, because 
the match set MS(p) for an arbitrary pattern p is identical to the match set MS(t) for 
any pattern t formed from p by replacing occurrences of v in p by occurrences of 
arbitrary constants that do not belong to PF. 
After determining match sets for constants and variable occurrences in subject t, 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s algorithm solves the bottom-up subproblem by identify- 
ing the match set for each subpatternf(t 1, . . , , tk) of t based on the match sets for ti, 
i=l , . . . , k. This task, which we call the bottom-up step, computes expression (1) by an 
O(k) time lookup in a k-dimensional array storing transition map tf, where 
tf(MS(t,), ...’ MS@f))=MS(f(t,, . ..>&)). 
For consistency, throughout this paper we consider an instance of the multi-pattern 
matching problem with pattern set P, pattern forest PF, and subject t. We also use the 
following parameters: 
n=size of t, 
r = the set of match sets for P, 
l=IPFI, 
o=IMPTM,(t)l, 
k,,, = maximum arity of any function symbol appearing in PF. 
In order to compute Step (1) and print the set MS( f(tl, . . . , tk)) n P of patterns that 
match f(tl, . . . . tk) in time O(k+lMS(f(t,, . . . . tk))n PI), Hoffmann and O’Donnell 
preprocess the patterns in P to 
(i) encode each pattern in PF as a distinct integer from 1 to I, and represent 
patterns as trees in the obvious way (implemented in compressed form as dags); 
(ii) compute all match sets, and encode each such set as a distinct integer from 1 
to IrI; 
(iii) compute the subset of patterns in P belonging to the ith match set for 
i=l , . . ..lrl. 
(iv) compute a transition map zs for every k-ary function symbolfoccurring in P so 
that t,(MS(t,), . . . . MS(t,))=MS(f(t,, . . . . tk)); T~,={G}, and r,={~, c} if c is any 
constant appearing in PF; transition maps 7,. are implemented as k-dimensional 
arrays accessed using integer encodings of match sets. 
After preprocessing the patterns in P, Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s algorithm solves 
the multi-pattern matching problem by repeatedly solving Step (1) from innermost to 
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outermost sub-pattern of t. Their worst-case time is O(n+o) after preprocessing P. 
The array storing the transition map r/ for each k-ary function symbolfappearing in 
PF uses a( 1 r I”) space, where the number Ir 1 of match sets can be R(2’), which is 
expensive in practice. Their rough bound on preprocessing time is O(1’ 1 r 1 kmax+ ’ ). 
2.3. Chase’s improvement 
Chase was able to improve Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s method by exploiting the 
deeper structure of the pattern set P to reduce the size of transition maps [7]. Chase’s 
heuristic is slower by a constant factor but preserves the O(k) asymptotic time for 
solving the bottom-up subproblem. 
Let PF be the pattern forest for P, and assume that PF contains variable v. For each 
k-ary function f appearing in PF and each i= 1, . . . . k, Chase introduced projection 
Zl)= (qi: f(ql, . . . . qk)EPF} containing the set of patterns appearing as the ith argu- 
ment of some f-pattern in PF. Chase made the crucial observation that identity (1) 
could be replaced by 
(2) MS(f(t1, . . . . tk))= (f(q1, . . . . qk)EPFIqiEMS(ti)nn), i=l, . . . . k}u(v}, 
which gives rise to a modified bottom-up step with improved auxiliary space. 
Chase’s bottom-up step to compute (2) involves two substeps. First a conversion 
map ,uL) is used to turn each Hoffmann and O’Donnell match set MS(ti) into a Chase 
match set p>(MS(ti)) = MS(ti) n l7) for i = 1, . , k. If any of these Chase match sets are 
empty, then MS(f(t,, . . . . tk)) = (v}. Otherwise, Chase’s transition map 19~ is used to 
obtain the Hoffmann and O’Donnell match set /3,(p;(MS(t,)), . . ..p.(MS(tk)))= 
MS(f(t,, . . . , tk)). Chase’s implementation uses integer encodings for both kinds of 
match sets, one-dimensional arrays to implement each conversion map ,u), and 
a k-dimensional array for 0,. 
A straightforward set-theoretic argument can be used to explain why Chase’s 
transition map utilizes space better than Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s. Whenever every 
Chase match set ~Lff(MS(ti)) is nonempty i= 1, . . . . k, we know that identity 
+(P;(MS(rl)), ..., &(hfS(tk))) = Ts(MS(t,), . . , hfS(t,)) holds. Consequently, if p) is 
not one-to-one for some i, we know that / 8, / <I rf (. The essential idea may be simply 
put: for any two finite functions h and g, where g is not one-to-one and do- 
mainhsrangeg, then IhJ<lhagl. 
Chase also provided extensive empirical evidence to show that Bs is much smaller 
than rs in practice. Consider the example in Fig. 2. The Chase match sets associated 
with the first component off are c1 = {I} and c2 = {1,2}; the Chase match sets 
associated with the second component off are d1 = {l> and d2 = { 1,2}. The Chase 
conversion and transition maps store 16 entries compared with 36 entries in 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s transition map rr. 
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PF: Y a f(a.v) f(v4) f(V.V) 
Encoding: 1 2 3 4 5 
l-: 11) Il.21 (1,3,51 (1.3.4.5) (194.5) (1.51 
Encoding: mt m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 


















Fig. 2. Chase’s data organization 
3. Incremental preprocessing 
We will present a preprocessing algorithm that incrementally constructs maps 
p and 0 and is on-line with respect to modifications to P by adding or deleting 
patterns. When used to solve the batch preprocessing problem for fixed P, our 
algorithm performs asymptotically better in time and space than Chase’s. It is 
convenient to specify our algorithm in terms of two abstract datatypes. 
3.1. Abstract sets 
The first abstract datatype is called a set encoding structure (SE-structure), which is 
a 4-tuple (U, D, Q, t), with finite universe U, primary set DE 2”, secondary set Q G U, 
and top element ZE U, where {T} ED, and every set within D contains z. For simplicity 
we will assume for now that U and Q are fixed in order to focus on the more difficult 
problem of updating D. Later when we show how SE-structures are used by our 
preprocessing algorithm, details on how they are initialized and how to update U and 
Q will be supplied. Five operations on SE-structures are described below. A sixth 
operation deletion will be described later in a separate section. 
(1) create: Initialize D. This operation is performed only once for an SE-structure 
before any of the other operations below. 
D:= { (2)) 
(2) replace(d, z): Replace deD by new set d with z, where ZE U, for which we write, 
d with:= z 
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(3) add(d, z): Add new set d withz to D, where dED and ZEU; that is, 
D with:= d with z 
(4) query(d): Retrieve set d n Q, where dED. 
(5) index(c): Retrieve set {dgD 1 cEd}, where CEU. 
We will implement SE-structures using a data structure called an SE-tree (see 
Fig. 3), whose nodes correspond to distinct subsets of the universe U. Each set d, 
belonging to primary set D is associated with a node ?I in the SE-tree; that is, 
x “encodes” d,. The root encodes set {T}. However, the set d, associated with a node 
x in the tree may not necessarily belong to D. If d, does not belong to D, it is called 
a gap. If d, and d, are sets associated with tree nodes x and y, then x is a descendant of 
y in the tree only if d, c d,. 
SE-trees are implemented with two kinds of records ~ a node-record for each node 
in the tree and a U-record for each symbol in U. We will sometimes avoid distinguish- 
ing a node from its node-record implementation. The node-record for node x contains 
five fields: (1) a D field containing 1 if the node is not a gap and 0 if it is, (2) a sibling 
field with a pointer to the right sibling of x, (3) a succ field with a pointer to the 
leftmost child of x, (4) a Q-query field storing a possibly empty subset of Q, and (5) 
a Q-ancestor field with a pointer to the nearest ancestor in the tree with a nonempty 
Q-query. 
For each node x the value of the subset of Q stored in the Q-query field is denoted by 
Q-query(x). The set is implemented by a pointer to a list of pointers to U-records for 
each symbol in Q-query(x). If d, represents the set associated with node x, then the 
value of the collection of sets Q-query(y) for nodes y along the path from x to the root 
are mutually disjoint, and their union has the value query(x)=d,n Q. 
The U-record for symbol c has three fields: (1) a U field containing symbol c, (2) 
a Q field with a bit indicating whether c belongs to Q, and (3) a D-index field storing 
the subset of tree nodes x closest to the root such that the associated set d, contains c. 
We denote the subset of nodes associated with the D-index field in the U-record for 




Fig. 3. SE-tree implementing SE-structure (U, D, Q). 
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m6 
Fig. 4. SE-tree for (PF, r, , u) 
node-records for each node in D-index(c). Thus, the set of tree descendents of nodes 
belonging to D-index(c) has the value computed by operation index(c)= {dED 1 cEd). 
Figure 4 illustrates how SE-trees compress the space needed to store match sets. 
Chase’s algorithm stores fifteen pattern entries to represent the collection of match 
sets r in the example shown in Fig. 2; our algorithm stores these same match sets in an 
SE-tree using only nine pattern entries. 
The create operation D:= {(T>} is implemented by adding a new tree root with 
empty sibling, succ, and Q-ancestor fields, D bit on, and Q-query containing z if ~EQ 
and empty if not. Within the U-record for 5 we initialize D-index to a singleton set 
containing the newly created root. 
Implementing the replace operation d with:= z has two cases. In the first case, called 
a nondestructive replace, the tree node x associated with d is not a leaf (i.e. succ is 
nonempty). In this case (i) unset the D bit in x (which makes x a gap), and create a new 
tree node y as a child of x, (ii) if Q-query(x) is nonempty, then make the Q-ancestor in 
y point to x; otherwise, make it point to the same record that the Q-ancestor in 
x points to, and (iii) set the D bit in y. In the second case, where x is a leaf, we reuse x to 
represent the new set d with z. In this case, called a destructive replace, we assume that 
nodes x and y are the same. In either case, if z belongs to Q, add z to Q-query(y). 
Finally, add y to the D-index(z). 
To implement the add operation D with:= d withz we let x be the tree node 
associated with set d. Create a new tree node y associated with set d with z, and make 
y the child of x. If Q-query(x) is nonempty, then make the Q-ancestor in y point to x; 
otherwise, make it point to the same record that the Q-ancestor in x points to, and set 
the D bit in y. If z belongs to Q, add z to Q-query(y). Finally, add y to D-index(z). 
The query operation d n Q is implemented as follows. If x is the tree node associated 
with d, then retrieve the elements in each Q-query set along the path starting from 
x following Q-ancestors. Recall that the Q-query sets along this path are disjoint. 
Finally, SE-trees support a straightforward implementation of the index operation 
{dED 1 cEd}. Form a list of records x (where set d, belongs to D) occurring in subtrees 
rooted in nodes belonging to D-index(c). 
In order to analyze the complexity of SE-trees, we give the following definitions. 
For each node x in an SE-tree, define path(x) to be the set of nodes in the tree path 
from the root to x. Define weight(x) to be the number of elements UEU such that 
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D-index(u) contains x. Define wn(D) = CX is a tree node weight(x) to be the total weight of 
all the nodes in the tree that implements set D. Letting &s(x) denote the number of 
tree descendants of x, we can define wp(D)=C, isa ,ree nodedes(x) x weight(x) to be 
the sum of the weights of every tree path. Clearly, I Dl d wn(D) < wp(D) < 2CdeD Id I. 
Usually, wn(D) is much smaller than wp(D). 
Lemma 3.1. (1) If D-index(c) is nonempty for every CE U, then the total space required 
by an SE-tree to implement an SE-structure (U, D, Q, z) is O(wn(D)). (Note that a naive 
representation of D can require O(wp(D)) space.) 
(2) Operations create, replace, and add each take unit time and space. A sequence of 
j of these operations require O(j) space in the worst case. 
(3) Operation query dnQ takes 0( / dnQ I) time. 
(4) Operation index{deDJcgd) takes O(l{d~Dlced)l) time. 
Proof. (1): The total space required by an SE-tree is dominated by the space O(wn(D)) 
needed to store all of the D-index sets. 
(2) and (3): Trivial. 
(4): Within every subtree of an SE-tree the number of gaps is less than the number 
of nodes that are not gaps. This follows from the fact that only a nondestructive 
replace can create a gap, and this gap always has at least two children. Thus, no leaf 
can be a gap, and there are more leaves than internal nodes with at least two 
children. 0 
We will consider useful variants of SE-structures that require minor alteration to 
the preceding implementation and do not affect the stated complexities. A simple 
SE-structure is one with no secondary set. A numeric SE-structure is one in which the 
set elements in the primary set D are identified by natural numbers 1, . . . , I DI (cf. 
Fig. 5). Numeric SE-structures have special importance in connection with our second 
abstract datatype described next. 
3.2. Abstract maps 
The second abstract datatype used in our pattern-matching algorithm is the 
SE-map, which is a partial functionf: D-+R from a domain set D to a range set R, 
domain f preimage node-record range f count for R 
l-l 
array 
i is numeric code for x E D 
Fig. 5. Implementation of SE-mapf: D-R. 
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where D and R are the primary sets of two SE-structures. Let z be the top element of 
R’s SE-structure, so that {t} ER. It is convenient to postpone saying howfis initialized 
until later, and focus on the following two map operations: 
(i) modify range(d, z): Given a set A and an element z, where A ED, and z does not 
belong to any set in R, add z tof(x) for each x belonging to A. This operation can 
modify SE-set R as well as mapf: It is denoted by, 
forxcdloop 
if x$domain f then 
f (x)1= CT> 
end 
f(x) with := z 
end 
(2) modify domain(x, z): Given a set x in the domain off; where (x with z) belongs to 
D but not to the domain off; map the new set x withz underf to the old imagef(x). 
This operation modifies f but not SE-sets D or R. It is denoted by, 
f(x with z):=f(x) 
Our basic implementation of SE-maps f: D+R uses SE-tree implementations for 
D and R as described above. In addition, whenever f(d)=r, if x and y are the 
node-records associated with sets d and Y, then in addition to the node-record fields 
previously described, x also stores a pointer to y, and y also stores the size of the 
preimage set f - ’ {r}. 
To implement modify range(A, z), we assume that the sets belonging to A are 
represented by a linked list of nodes in the SE-tree. In a single scan through A, we 
compute the subset A, of nodes that do not belong to the domain off: For each node 
XE A,, we store a pointer in x to the node y associated with {z~ER, and increment the 
preimage count in y. Next, in a second scan through A, we form buckets Anf -’ {y} 
and bucket-counts for each y~f[A]. This allows us to process the elements of 
A efficiently, and to modify SE-set R according to two different cases. (1) For each 
range element y~f[A] whose preimage is entirely contained in A (which occurs when 
the bucket-count for y equals the preimage count for y), we execute a replace 
operation y with := z on SE-set R. (2) For each element y~f[A] not handled in case (l), 
we execute an add operation R with := y with z, relink each element in Anf - ’ ( y} to 
the new set ywithz, and modify preimage counts. 
The modfy domuin(x, z) operation is only executed immediately after a set x in the 
domain offis modified by either operation udd(x, z) or repluce(x, z). The implementa- 
tion is different in each of these two cases. If x is modified by repluce(x, z), then 
deleting x from D implicitly removes x from the domain off: Hence, in this case, which 
we call an implicit modify domain, the implementation is vacuous. However, if x is 
modified by udd(x, z), then we need to explicitly modifyf by linking the new domain 
element x with z to the old range element f(x) and increment the preimage reference 
count. 
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Analysis of the preceding implementation of SE-maps is straightforward and 
follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. (1) The time to execute modify range is 0( 1 A I). 
(2) Implicit modify domain operations cost nothing. A modify domain operation that is 
not implicit takes O(1) time. 
If D is the primary set of a numeric SE-structure, it is sometimes useful to implement 
domainfas an array, accessed using the numeric code of a D element as shown in 
Fig. 5. This idea is extended to multi-dimensional arrays used to implement the 
domain of a multi-dimensional SE-mapf: x f: {’ Di~R, where, for i = 1, . . , A(f), Di is 
the primary set of an SE-structure. In this case, where f has arity k > 1, we include 
a dimension parameter i in operation modify domaini( [xl, . . . . x,], z) to map 
k-tuple [xi, . .., xi with z, . . . . xk] to the old image,f(x,, . . . . xk). We also assume a pre- 
condition that [xi, . . . . x,]EdomainJ; [xl,. ..) Xi with z, .., x,]$domainf; and 
Xi with zEDi. 
The preceding algorithms adapt readily to these array implementations. However, 
since the domains of SE-maps can be augmented, we must account for overhead costs 
in maintaining these arrays dynamically. We implement dynamic multi-dimensional 
arrays by generalizing the method of unit-time array initialization found in the 
solution to Exercise 2.12 of [ 11. Their method permits a one-dimensional array of size 
s to double its size in unit time if growth space exists. If there is no growth space, we 
can initialize a new array of size 2s in unit time and then copy the old array into the 
new array in s steps. A multi-dimensional array that needs to double the size of one of 
its dimensions can be reduced to the one-dimensional case. However, if the dimension 
that doubles can vary, then we cannot assume that growth space is ever available. 
Consider a k-dimensional array Q, where index values in dimension i for i = 1, . . . , k 
range from 1 to ri, and Q is filled with entries (i.e. from the SE-map domain) only for 
index values from 1 to ei < Yi. Thus, Q has size rl x ... x rk and is filled with e, x ... x ek 
entries. Consider a single operation extendi, which is implemented by the following 
two steps: 
(1) If ei = ri, then reallocate Q with double the range of the ith dimension; i.e., assign 
2ri t0 ri. 
(2) Add one to ei. 
Consider an arbitrary sequence of extend operations starting from an initial array 
with ei=ri= 1, i= 1, . . . . k. The overhead in executing this sequence is the total 
reallocation cost in step 1. The amortized overhead per array element is the maximum 
over all such sequences s of the overhead for s divided by the number of elements in 
the array after s is executed. 
Lemma 3.3. The amortized overhead per array element in a k-dimensional array due to 
executing an arbitrary sequence of extend operations starting from the unit array is 
o(k). 
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Proof. Whenever the range of a dimension is doubled in step 1 of an extend operation, 
we need to allocate twice the space of the current array (a unit-time operation by the 
method of Aho et al.) and to copy every entry in the old array into the new array 
(which can be done in time proportional to the number of entries copied by using 
strength reduction to access and copy an array element in unit time). 
Let a segment be a maximal contiguous subsequence of a sequence of extend 
operations in which the last extend in the subsequence doubles the range of some 
dimension, but no other extend involves any such doubling. Since the last extend 
operation in a worst-case sequence must double the range of some dimension, we limit 
our analysis to sequences of segments instead of sequences of extend operations. Letf; 
be the number of entries in an array just after the ith segment is executed; let ci be the 
overhead cost due exclusively to the ith segment. Clearly, Ci<fi. Since doubling the 
range of one dimension doubles the size of the array, the array size after execution of 
the ith segment is 2’. Hence, we also know that Ci<2’-‘. Since ej>rj/2,j=l, . . ..k. 
holds after every extend operation, we know thatfi > 2i-k holds after every segment is 
executed i= 1,2, . . . Thus, the overhead from executing the first i segments is, 
j=l j=l 
and an upper bound on the overhead per array element is, 






Next, we show that this bound is realizable. Starting from an initial array Q of unit 
size, we perform (i + 1) k segments as follows. First, for each dimension j= 1, . . , k 
perform i segments, each doubling dimension j. Begin a new segment by performing 
successive extend operations until the entire array is filled, so that it contains 2ik 
entries. The total overhead to this point is 2ik - 1. Next, perform one extend operation 
in each dimension, causing additional overhead costing at least k 2jk for a cumulative 
total overhead of at least (k+ 1)2ik. Thus, we obtain a lower bound Q(k) on the 
overhead per array element. 0 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell did not consider dynamic arrays, and their pessimistic 
analysis suggests that they simply preallocated enough space to accommodate worst- 
case instances. Although Chase used algorithms that required dynamic multi-dimen- 
sional arrays, he did not analyze this cost, nor did he make use of unit-time 
initialization. In the next section we will use Lemma 3.3 to show that the overhead due 
to array doubling accounts for only a fraction of the total time for full pattern 
preprocessing. However, we do pay a price in space. Based on the proof of Lemma 3.3, 
the final space allocation of a dynamic k-dimensional array can be Zk times the 
number of entries in the array. Of course, any overallocation during preprocessing is 
not needed for matching and can be shed. 
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3.3. Abstract algorithm 
Let F be the set of function symbols appearing in PF. For each function fEF, let 
A(f) be its arity. Let r be the set of Hoffmann and O’Donnell match sets. From the 
above discussion, we know that the following equations hold: 
(3) r={(u,sf: ~EPFI s is a leaf}uU/(rangeBs: fczFIA(f)>O}, 
Il)={Ci: f(Cl, . . ..c~)EPF). 
pFc)= { [m, mnI77)]: md}, 
e,=mm 1 ,..., mk],m]: m,Erangep$ ,..., m,ErangepF}, 
where m={f(C, )...) ck)EPFICiEmi, i=l,..., ~}u{u}. 
Because the preceding equations contain a cyclic dependency in which r depends on 
both PF and 0, p depends on r, and 0 depends on ,LL and PF, it would seem that 
a costly fixed point iteration is needed to maintain these equations when PF is 
modified. Fortunately, this can be avoided with careful scheduling. 
The algorithm also depends on a careful logical organization of the data into 
SE-structures and SE-maps. Recall that sets range& represent Chase match sets for 
fgF and i = 1, . . , A( f ). We will use numeric SE-structure (PF, r, P, u), simple numeric 
SE-structure (PF, range p) ,.,u) and SE-map pL):r-+rangep) for feF and 
i = 1, . . , A( f ), and multi-dimensional SE-map Of : x t$) range p>+r for each fEF. 
Figure 6 describes the data structures used to access the main SE-structures and 
SE-maps shown in Fig. 7 (with array implementations indicated). Note that all of the 
SE-maps PL) are defined on a shared SE-set r and are accessed through an array 
PF 
4 
array of range b,-index sets 
r- range p) 
(see Fig.7) (see Fig.7) 
Fig. 6. Core data structure. 
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numeric SE-tree(PF, r, P) k-dimentional array (ith dimension 
accessed using numeric code from range pLfi) 




es v-l numeric simple SE-tree(PF, range I*), ) 
array of SE-maps 
Fig. 7. Data structure for Of and pi. 
shown in Fig. 7. Note also that the PF-records for the SE-structure (PF, r, P, v) (see 
Fig. 6) spread the standard PF field into two fields - an F field for the function symbol 
and a succ field for the arguments of the function. For example, a pattern 
f(t 1, ..., t,)EPF would have a pointer to symbol f in the F field and pointers to 
arguments t 1, . . . , tk accessible from the succ field. 
It is useful to explain our incremental algorithm in terms of three cases. Our 
analysis of individual operations will ignore overhead costs involving dynamic arrays. 
Overhead will be considered afterwards. 
Case 1. Assume, first of all, that the set of patterns P is initially empty. It is also 
convenient to assume that pattern forest PF (but not P) always contains v. Then in 
O(1) time and space we can initialize variables I-, l7, p, and 6’ as follows: 
PF := {v}, l-:={(v)}, n:= { }, 
p:= { >, 8,:= {v}. 
Next, suppose that P is augmented by a new pattern p. In order to re-establish PF, 
we add to PF those subpatterns of p not already in PF in an innermost-to-outermost 
order. Because of the order in which updates are scheduled, we know that immediately 
before a subpattern 4 of p is added to PF, either q is a leaf or all the subpatterns of 
q except for q itself already belong to PF. More importantly we know that q is not the 
subpattern of any other pattern belonging to PF. 
Case 2. Suppose PF is augmented with a constant symbol c. In this case, we can 
maintain the system of equations (3) by executing the following code just before the 
modification PF with := c: 
fl,:= 0” 
r with := 8, with c 
8, with:= c 
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forg~F,j=l,...,A(g)loop 
if flOEdomain pi then 
pi (Q, with c) := p$ (0,) 
end 
end 
In effect the preceding code can be implemented by performing a modify domain(ll,, c) 
operation on ,u; for each gEF and i= 1, . . . , A(g) such that v~Ilj. (Recall that B,=H, if 
c$PF.) In order to implement the for-loop efficiently, we can use an index p- 
thread={[x, [j,g]]: gEF,j=l,..., .4(g), xEdomain pi>, which maps Hoffmann and 
O’Donnell match sets rnET (where in this case m = 0,) to conversion maps pL$ whose 
domain contains m. In order to update the conversion maps efficiently, we implement 
p-thread by maintaining a single doubly linked list for every rn~T threading each 
occurrence of m within every set domain pf over all [j, g] EP- thread {Q,}. For example, 
in Fig. 7 the thread for match set rnET passes through entries in column t of arrays 
implementing domain ,uf for each gEF and i= 1, . . . , A(g) such that mEdomain&. 
Since this operation augments r, the arrays implementing the domains of the conver- 
sion maps can double their size. Double links allow the thread to be adjusted in unit 
time whenever an element in the thread is added, deleted, or moved (which occurs 
during array doubling). By Lemma 3.2 the time to perform the preceding modify 
domain operation (not including the cost of array doubling) is 0( J,u-thread {B,} I). 
Case 3. The third and more difficult case to consider is when PF is augmented with 
patternf(t, , . . . , tk), when k > 0. Below we describe how a two-stage cascade of updates 
can be used to propagate modifications to each of the variables r, n, p, and 8 in order 
to re-establish equations (3). Recall that set r and each of the sets range&,&F, 
i=l , . . . . A(f), will be implemented as SE-trees. 
Step 1. In O(k) time update ll, before the modification PF with:=f(t,, . . . . tk). 
(Note that the array implementing IZ, can double when PF is augmented.) 
forj= 1, . . ..k loop 
if tj~~73 then 
Il) with := Tj 
end 
end 
The preceding code gives rise to stage-one updates. Each modification fl: with := tj to 
projection n$ makes the equation for Z7; hold for the new value of PF, but falsifies the 
equation for ,u(:. In order to re-establish the equation for 11: with respect to the new 
value of n: (but not the new value of PF), we perform a modify range operation on 
,u;. However, modification to the range of 11: falsifies the equation for ~9~. We 
re-establish this equation for the new value of ZZ: (but not the new value of PF) 
by executing modify domain operations on es. The stage-two updates establish all 
equations for the new value of PF. Details for stage one are given just below. 
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Step 2. Perform a modify range({mETItjem}, tj) operation on & immediately 
prior to the modification II) with:= tj of Step 1: 
for m~Tl tjEm 1OOp 
p;(m) with := tj 
end 
As discussed in SE-tree operation 5, set r-index(tj), which is obtained from the 
PF-record for symbol tj (see Fig. 6), is used to retrieve the subset {meT 1 tj~m} of 
node-records in the numeric SE-tree (PF, I-, P) (see Fig. 7). The numeric codes in 
these node-records are used to access the array for domain pjf (see Fig. 7). By Lemmas 
3.1 and 3.2, the cost of executing this step is O(l {meT( tjEm> 1). Although 
add(pi(m), tj) operations used to implement modify range can cause the range of the 
jth dimension of the array storing Bs to double, we will charge such overhead to 
construction costs for 0,. 
Step 3. Perform a mod$y domuinj( [ml, . ., m,], tj) operation for each 
Cm 1, . . , mJ Edomain 0,) where mj = p:(m), prior to each add&(m), tj) operation used 
to implement the modify range of Step 2, but just after any doubling of multi- 
dimensional array 19, that might result from augmenting rangep$. Recall that the 
modify domain is implicit (i.e., implemented at no cost) whenever the modify range of 
Step 2 is implemented using replace. 
for[mr, . . . . ?Vlj, . . . . m,] Edomain Of 1 mj = p;(m) loop 
df(ml, . . . . mj with tj, . . . . mk):= ef(rnl, . . . . mj, . . . . mk) 
end 
Here ef(ml, . . . . mj with tj, . . . , mk) = dS(ml, . . , mj, . . ., mk), because the pattern 
f(tr , . . . . tk) has not yet been added to PF, and so nof-pattern in PF has tj as its jth 
argument. Since range Bs is unchanged, r is unchanged also. Hence, the three preced- 
ing steps establish all equations relative to the new value of II> for i= 1, . .., A(f). 
This operation can be implemented naively by an exhaustive search in which every 
entry in a k-dimensional array implementation of 8, with value mj in the j th 
dimension is copied to a new position differing only from the old position by index 
value mj with tj in thej th dimension. Alternatively, if the domain of Qf is sparse, we can 
speed up the search by using k indexes {Cm;, [m,, . . , mk]]: [ml,. . . , m,]Edomain O,} 
i=l , . . . , k. However, the indexes do not need to store k-tuples explicitly. Each index 
can be implemented efficiently as lists threading elements of OS. That is, each Chase 
match set mErangepL) has a pointer to a threaded list of entries 0,(m,, . . .,mk) such 
that [m,, . . . . m,]Edomain Bs and mj = m. A simple address calculation can then be 
used for copying. After each copy we need to update k threads for the k indexes in O(k) 
time. Thus, our sparse implementation together with Lemma 3.2 lets us perform this 
operation in time proportional to the number of copy operations times k. 
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The stage-two updates result from modification to PF. First we execute a modify 
range operation on 8, in order to re-establish the equation for 0, relative to the new 
value of PF. Because updating the range of 0, falsifies equations (3) for certain of the 
conversion maps ,u:, we need to perform modzyy domain operations on these maps. 
Consequently, after stage two all of the equations (3) hold relative to the new value of 
PF. Details for stage two are given below. 
Step 4. Perform a modify range( ( [ml, . . , mk] E x f= 1 range /A> 1 tl EmI, . . , tkEmk}, 
f(tl, . . , tk)) operation on 19~ just before the modification PF with := f(tI, . . , tk) and 
after the preceding three steps: 
for m, Erange II: , . . . . mk~rangep~~tl~ml, . . . . tkemk loop 
if[mI, . . . . mk] $domain 8, then 
o,(m 1, . . ..mk).= 8, 
end 
of(m I,..., mk)with:=f(t, ,..., tk) 
end 
Whenever a new k-tuple is added to the domain of f?,., we also need to update the 
k threaded indexes used in the sparse implementation for Step 3. Fortunately, this 
O(k) maintenance operation is performed only once for each element in domain 8,. 
We can use set rangep>-index(tj) to search through the sets (mjErangepi( tjEmj} 
(which must be nonempty because tj was previously added to some match set in r, 
and because Step 2 added tj to rangep:) instead of the potentially much larger sets 
rangepi,j= 1, . . . . k. However, this step contains a new operation to create a k-tuple 
Cm 1,. . . , mk] and locate it in the domain of 0,. Hashing is a practical solution with 
good space utilization and good expected time. This would also make the bottom-up 
step O(k) expected time. Our current implementation uses this approach. Another 
way of keeping space costs down at the expense of time is to use a balanced search 
tree; e.g., a red/black tree [36]. Accessing the domain of the transition map Q, then 
takes O(k log( 1 domain 0, I)) time, and so does the bottom-up step. Like Chase we can 
also use a k-dimensional array to store Q,, which doubles its size and reorganizes 
whenever it overflows. In this case the running time for this operation is proportional 
to the number of times 6, is updated by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. A constant factor k is 
avoided in each array access by using strength reduction. 
Step 5. Add a new code for a match set to r prior to each add operation that 
results from executing 8, (ml, . . . , mk) with := f(tl , . . . , tk) within the modify range of 
Step 4. The old match set code is reused when the modify range of Step 4 is 
implemented using replace. 
r with := ef(m,, . . . , mk) withf(t,, . . . , tk) 
This operation can cause the arrays implementing the domains of conversion maps to 
double. Since pattern f(tl, . . , tk) is newly added to PF, it is not a subpattern of any 
other pattern in PF. Thus, no further modification is needed for 17. 
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Step 6. Just before each add(Os(m,, . . . ,mk),f(t 1, . . . . tk)) operation used to imple- 
ment the modify range of Step 4, perform a modif4~ domain(B, (m,, . . . , m,), f(tl, . . . , tk)) 
operation on pi for geF and j= 1, . . ..A(f) such that Chase match set g,(m,, . . ..mk) 
belongs to the domain of ,u;. An implicit modify domain is performed (at no cost) for 
each replace used to implement modify range in Step 4. 
forgEF,j=l,...,A(f)loop 
if t?,(m,, . . . . m,)Edomain ~Ljg then 
&(df(m, , . . . , &) withf(t I, ...,tk)):= p@f(ml, ...,mk)) 
end 
end 
Observe that within the preceding code p~(Os(ml, . . . , mk) withf(t,, . . . . tk)) = 
iu~@h, . . . . q)), because .j(t 1 , . , t,)$ni. Since the range of pi is unchanged, the 
equation for Qf remains satisfied, and no further updates are necessary. The for-loop is 
implemented efficiently using the ,u-thread index described in Case 2. By Lemma 3.2 
the time to perform this operation is O((p-threud{ef(m,, . . ..mk)}\). 
The preceding discussion combines the correctness proof with the design descrip- 
tion. However, we still need to analyze the performance of full batch processing, and 
compare our results with Chase’s. In both Chase’s and our algorithms the time 
complexity is dominated by the time needed to construct the maps p$ and 8,, where 
f~ F and j = 1, . . , A(f). However, since Chase [7] did not provide complete data 
structuring for an implementation and analysis, the comparison is based in part on 
our own data structures (not included in this paper) and analysis for his algorithm. In 
the following theorem we let I, represent the total number of distinct g-patterns in PF 
for ~EF. 
Theorem 3.4. (1) For each rnET,fEF, and j= 1, . . . . A(f) Chase’s algorithm computes 
y+(m) in R(min(lml, IZ7jl)) time, which is improved by our algorithm to O(jp$(m)j) time 
when m~domain~$ and O(1) time otherwise. By coarser analysis the total preprocessing 
time contributed by p is 0( 1 r \ k,,, I) for both Chase and us. 
(2) Let function symbol f have arity k>O. For each [m,, . . ..m.]~ x!,~ rangep) 
Chase’s algorithm computes gS(mI, . . ..mk) in Q(min(l,-, (m, X ... X mkl)k) time if 
Cm I, . . . , m,] belongs to domain 6, and O(k) time otherwise. Our algorithm improves this 
bound to O(k+ lg,(m,, . ..) mk)l) time [f[ml, . . . . mk] belongs to domain 6, and O(k) time 
otherwise. By coarser analysis the total preprocessing time contributed by 0 is 
O(min (Ikmax2’kmax, lk,,,~TlkmuX)) for Chase and 0(min((1+k,,,)2’kmax, 
(k,,,(F(+l)(T(kmax))for us. 
(3) We use O(wn(T)) auxiliary space to represent the set P, whereas Chase uses 
sl(wp(P)) space. When we include the threaded lists used in the sparse implementation 
for 8, our total auxiliary space to store 0 during preprocessing is roughly 
O((k,,,+ 2’max)2’k-ax + (2’). Chase’s space is comparable. The factor of 2kmBX is due to 
overallocating dynamic arrays, and can be shed during matching. 
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(4) To represent ,u’f we use 0( 1 r I+ wn(rangep:)) auxiliary space, whereas Chase 
uses Q() r I+ wp(range pi)) space. By a course analysis for total preprocessing space 
contributed by p we get a bound of O(lk,,, Irl) for both Chase and us. 
Proof. (1): For each rneT Chase’s algorithm computes &(m)=mnnj by actually 
intersecting m and Il$, which takes R(min( / ml, ) I7: I)) time. We avoid computing the 
intersection, and spend only O(lpj,(m)l) time to establish the value of p;(m) for each 
medomainp;. The time needed to construct these conversion maps is charged to 
modify domain operations, modify range operations, and overhead for dynamic arrays 
that store the domains of these maps. By preceding discussion of Cases 2 and 3, Step 
6 in our algorithm, we know that the cumulative expense of executing modify domain 
operations on each conversion map 113 is 0( Idomainp:)), which includes the cost of 
maintaining index p-thread. By preceding discussion of Case 3, Step 2 in our algo- 
rithm, a coarse upper bound on the total cost of executing mod$y range operations is 
o(~medomainpJ Ip;(rn)l) for each conversion map ,u:. Since the domains of these 
conversion maps all use dynamic l-dimensional arrays with index values ranging 
from 1 to (r 1, the overhead per array is 0( I r I) by Lemma 3.3. Combining these costs 
yields the first part. To obtain a coarse upper bound on the time to construct all of the 
conversion maps, we use the following inequalities: I pj (m) I d I,, I n;(m) I d 1,) 
A (9) d ktlax 9 and IdomainpiId/rI for gEF andj=l, . . ..A(g). Consequently, we ob- 
tain a rough upper bound O(k,,, 1, Ir I) on the cumulative charges to construct all 
conversion maps for each function gEF. The result follows. 
(2): For each [ml, . . . ,m,]E xrYl rangep> Chase’s algorithm computes 
(Js(m 1, . . . . mk) by evaluating the set {f(c,, . . . . c,)EPFI[c, ,..., ck]eml x ... x mk} 
naively, which takes R(min(lf , Im, x ... x mk I)k) time. Roughly speaking, our algo- 
rithm assumes that the initial value of of(rnl, . . . , mk) is {u} by default. Then it gets new 
values in the modify domain operation of Case 3, Step 3 by copying. Each copy takes 
O(k) time in order to maintain k threaded indexes. The value of O/(ml, . . . . mk) 
increases one element at a time in the modify range operation of Case 3, Step 4, where 
O(1) time per element is a coarse upper bound. Thus, we spend 0( I dl(ml, . . . , mk) I) 
time from Step 4 and another O(k) time from Step 3 (for maintaining sparse threaded 
indexes) to establish the value of Gs(ml,. .., mk). By Lemma 3.3 the overhead to 
maintain the dynamic k-dimensional array storing 8, is bounded by O(kl x j”=, 
range&), which also means that k is charged to every unit of space in the array 
implementing 0,. This proves the first part. Our improvement over Chase is revealed 
by the following calculation: 
l~#h, . . . . mk)l=l{Cq,,...,qkl:f(q~,...,q,)EPF} ni~ImilCmin 
To prove a coarse upper bound on the total time needed to construct all of the 
transition maps, we first prove a time bound for a single map es, wherefhas arity k. 
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Since Irangep$I 62ff, we can bound the overhead costs at 0(k2k’f). Since 
Idomain 8,I d 2k’l the total cost in constructing 0, is 0( Idomain of I(lf + k + 1) 
+ k2k’f )= 0(2k’f(l, + k)). Alternatively, since we also know that I range p$ I < I r 1, then 
another bound on overhead costs is O(klTlk). Since Idomain 8,1< ITlk, another 
bound on the total cost in constructing 8, is O(lrlk(l,+k+l)+kjTlk)= 
0( I r ik(ls + k)). Summing over all function symbols g with arity greater than 0, we 
obtain the bound O(min(lTIkma”(I+kmaxI F(), (l+k,,,)2’kmax)) on the total cost of 
constructing all transition maps. Analysis for Chase’s algorithm follows similar logic. 
(3) and (4): Follows from previous analysis. 0 
The fine analysis in (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.4 reveals our asymptotic advantage over 
Chase’s algorithm. The following simple calculation illustrates our potential space 
advantage hinted at in (3) and (4). When the SE-tree implementing r is a full binary 
tree with weight 1 at each node, then wn(r)= lrl and wp(T)= lr llog Ir(. 
4. Elimination of gaps 
A gap in the SE-tree represents a set of patterns which is not a match set. In the 
extreme case, all the internal nodes except the root could be gaps. Thus, it is useful to 
consider how to eliminate gaps in order to save space. 
Consider the SE- tree implementing SE-structure (PF, r, . , u). For convenience, we 
say a pattern q labels a tree node x if xEr-index(q). Thus, if 2 is the set of patterns 
represented by a node z in the SE-tree, then Z= {qEPFlq labels an ancestor of z>. 
We say a gap in the SE-tree is maximal if its parent is not a gap. The set of maximal 
gaps can be computed efficiently if we add a parent pointer to each node in the 
SE-tree. We say an SE-tree is compact if it has no gaps. If M is a finite set of patterns, 
we use glb(M) to represent the most general pattern that is more specific than any 
pattern in M. Lemma A.1 in the Appendix gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of glb(M). 
Let T be an SE-tree implementing SE-structure (PF, r, , u), and let T’ be the new 
SE-tree that results from T due to the insertion of a new pattern p into PF using the 
on-line preprocessing algorithm given in Section 3.3. Assuming T is compact, we 
consider how to make T’ compact also. We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. If x is a gap in T’, then every descendant of x is either a gap or a leaf labeled 
by P. 
Proof. Let X be the set of patterns represented by x. According to Lemma A.3, X is 
the match set of glb(X) before p is added to PF. After p is added, x becomes a gap, and 
X is no longer the match set of glb(X). Thus, Xu{ p} must be the match set of glb(X), 
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and g/b(X) <p. This implies that any match set containing X must also contain p. 
Now consider a descendant y of x in T’ that is not labeled by p. Let Y be the set of 
patterns represented by y. Then XE Y. Since p is a new pattern, it only labels leaves. 
Thus, Y does not contain p. Therefore, Y is not a match set with respect to PFu(p}, 
and y is a gap in T’. 0 
If we label the maximal gaps by p, then p is automatically added to all the sets 
represented by the gaps. As a result, each node whose parent is a gap should be deleted 
from r-index(p). If this node is a new leaf, then it is not in any r-index after it is deleted 
from r-index(p) and must be deleted from T’ also. Once this is done, every node in T’ 
represents some match set with respect to PFu{P), and there are no gaps. Obviously, 
the deletion of leaves can be totally avoided if we do not add them to T’ and 
r-index(p) in the first place. 
In Section 3.2 recall the two cases for implementing the operation modify 
range(d, z). (1) For each range element y~f[d] whose preimage is entirely contained 
in d, we execute a replace operation y with := z on r. (2) For each element yef[d] not 
handled in case (l), we execute an add operation r with := y with z. 
We call this implementation from Section 3.2 the basic implementation. To avoid 
introducing any gap into the SE-tree, we should handle case (1) differently: for each 
range element y~f[d] whose preimage is entirely contained in d, we mark y as a gap; 
for each maximal gap g, we execute a destructive replace operation g with := z on r. 
Case (2) is handled as before. This new implementation of modify range is called the 
compact implementation. 
5. Adaptation to simple patterns 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell [20] presented an algorithm tailored to the simple 
subclass of patterns for which the preprocessing time and space costs for bottom-up 
multi-pattern matching are greatly reduced. 
Definition. A pattern forest PF is simple if for every two distinct patterns p, qEPF, 
either (1) p < q, (2) q < p, or (3) j subject t I t d q and t < p. A set P of patterns is simple if 
its pattern forest is simple. 
For simple patterns P Hoffmann and O’Donnell observed that the transitive 
reduction of the partial ordering (PF, <) forms a directed tree (which they called the 
subsumption tree) with v at the root (assuming that v occurs in PF). Each match set 
equals the set of patterns along some path in the subsumption tree from a node to the 
root. And every path from a node to the root determines a match set. Thus, there are 
only 1 match sets, and each one can be represented by its minimum pattern. For 
a functionfof arity k, the transition table 8, uses O(lk) space, a great improvement 
over the general case but still expensive. Hoffmann and O’Donnell have also argued 
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that most sets of patterns they have encountered in rewriting systems are simple or 
can be turned into equivalent simple sets. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s special purpose algorithm for simple patterns runs in 
preprocessing time O(k,,, l2 + 1 F 1 hlkmax) and space 0(12 + 1 F 1 lkmax), where h is the 
height of the subsumption tree. They also presented a test deciding whether a given set 
of patterns is simple with time O(k,,,/‘) and space O(j2). 
Our algorithm, presented in Section 3, adapts favorably to problem instances in the 
class of simple patterns. For simple patterns our incremental algorithm has better 
asymptotic performance than Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s nonincremental special 
purpose algorithm. 
Corollary 5.1. For simple patterns the preprocessing costs of our algorithm are 
0(k,,,12+(h+k,,,)IkmaX) t ime and O(lk,,,( / F I + h) + (k,,, + 2kmaX) lkm”“) space. The 
space bound can be improved to O(I k,,, (I F j + h) + k,,, lkmaX) during matching. 
Proof. Since I r I = 1 for simple patterns, Theorem 3.4( 1) says that the time contributed 
by all conversion maps p is 0(k,,,12). 
Next we determine the time contribution of the transition maps 0. When PF is 
simple, each match set, and so each Chase match set, is totally ordered in the 
subsumption tree. Thus, each Chase match set can be represented by its minimal 
element, and there can be no more than I Zi’$I< 1, such minimal elements for eachfE F, 
and each j = 1, . , A(f). Since PF is simple, for any match set m, I m / < h. Then by 
Theorem 3.4(2), the total time bound contributed by all transition maps tIf over all 
function symbols f~ F is 
0 1 (h+ k,,,)$= 
SEF 
)=0( (h+k,,,)( ,,,~ma~)=O((h+k,,,)l*max). 
By Theorem 3.4(3), the auxiliary space needed to store r is O(wn(r))=O(lh). Since, 
by preceding analysis, the size of each dimension of the array storing 8, is bounded by 
1,, then the space used to store all of the transition maps 8 together with the threaded 
lists is roughly O((k,,, +2km=)lkmaX). Space 2kmaxlkmax ccounts for overallocating 
dynamic arrays, and can be removed for matching. Since the space needed to store 
each conversion map p$ is O(l+ wn(range&))= 0(1+ I, h), then the total space 
utilization for all conversion maps is roughly O(Ik,,,( ( F I + h)). 0 
A slight modification to our algorithm further reduces the space needed to store 
r and each conversion map to O(1) without sacrificing our time/space bounds for the 
general problem. 
Let T be a compact SE-tree implementing the SE-structure (PF, I-, , v), and let T’ 
be the new SE-tree that results from T due to the insertion of p into PF using the 
on-line preprocessing algorithm described in Section 3.3. Assume that PF is simple. 
Then there are 1 nodes in T and 1 r-index sets. 
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We say a node x in T (therefore, also in T’) is @&ted if it represents a set X of 
patterns such that Xu{ p} is a new match set w.r.t. PFu{ p}. Note that if x is affected, 
then either x has a child labeled by p in T’, or x itself is labeled by p in T’. An affected 
node x is maximum if all affected nodes of T are descendants of x. 
We say a compact SE- tree is reduced if each of the tree nodes belongs to exactly one 
r-index. Thus, if T is reduced, then each P-index contains exactly one node in T, and 
the total space needed for the tree nodes and P-index sets is O(1). We assume that Tis 
reduced, and consider how to make T’ reduced in case PFu(p} is also simple. 
Lemma 5.2. Zf T is reduced, then the following properties hold. 
(1) lfn,ET-index(p,) and nzer-index(p,) are two nodes in Tsuch that node n, is the 
parent of node n2, then p2 <pl. 
(2) Tforms the subsumption tree of PF before p is added. 
(3) There exists a maximum afleeted node in T. 
(4) The maximum aflected node is not a gap and not labeled by p in T’. 
(5) PFu(p} is simple iffull the aflected nodes in T except the maximum one are either 
gaps or leaves labeled by p in T’. 
Proof. (1): Since n, is the parent of n2, then there is a match set containing both p1 
and pz. Therefore, either p1 < p2 or p2 < pl. Since n, represents a match set containing 
p1 but not p2, then p2 <pl. 
(2): This follows immediately from Property 1. 
(3): Let n, and nz be two different affected nodes representing the two match sets 
N1 and N2, respectively, before the insertion of p. Then the nearest common ancestor 
x of n, and n2 represents the match set X = N, nN2. Since n1 and n2 are affected, then 
after the insertion, there is a match set M, = N1 u{p} and another match set 
M2 = N2 u{ p}. Then MI nM2 =X u {p} is also a match set (see Lemma A.4). Thus, 
x is affected. This means that the nearest common ancestor of any two affected nodes 
is also affected, and there must be a unique maximum affected node. 
(4): Let x be a node in T. Then x has a label q # p. We need to show that if x is a gap 
or is labeled by p in T’, then x cannot be the maximum affected node. Let X be the set 
of patterns in PF represented by x before adding p. Before adding p to PF, X is 
a match set of q. After adding p, X is no longer a match set. This means that X u ( p} is 
a match set of q. Therefore, q <p, and there must be some match set M that contains 
p but not q. Let m be the node in T’ representing M. Then either m or its parent is 
affected. Since neither m nor its parent can be a descendant of x, then x is not 
maximum. 
(5) a: Suppose PFu{ p} is simple. Let xEr-index(q) be an affected node that is not 
a gap and not labeled by p in T’. Then x has a child m labeled by p. According to the 
proof of Property 1, we have q >p. This means every match set containing p also 
contains q. Thus, x is the maximum affected node. 
==: Suppose all the affected nodes except the maximum one m are either gaps or 
labeled by p. Let xET-index(q) be a node in T’ such that q #p. Then x is not a new leaf. 
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We need to show that either (1) 4 > p, (2) q < p, or (3) p and q cannot be in the same 
match set. Consider the following cases. If x is a proper descendant of m, then x is 
either a gap or a leaf on F-index(p). The proof of Property 4 shows that q<p in this 
case. If x is an ancestor of m, then any match set containing p also contains q, and there 
is at least one match set (for example, the match set represented by x) that contains 
q but not p. Thus, q > p. Otherwise, x is neither an ancestor nor a descendant of m. In 
this case, neither descendants nor ancestors of x are labeled with p. Therefore, p and 
q cannot be contained in the same match set. El 
The proof of Property 5 also tells us the position of p in the subsumption tree of 
PFu { p> if it is simple: p must be a child of the pattern labeling the maximal affected 
node, and an ancestor of patterns labeling other affected nodes. The preceding 
discussion justifies the following new implementation of modify range(A, z), which we 
call the reduced implementation: 
If PF is simple and there is only one element mEf[A] whose preimage is not 
entirely contained in A, we execute an add operation r with := m with z and make all 
the affected children of m the children of the newly created node. Otherwise, 
PFu{ p} is not simple, and we execute the compact implementation. 
Theorem 5.3. Whenever PF is simple, and the reduced implementation of modify range is 
used, then the on-line preprocessing algorithm given in Section 3.3 maintains the 
invariant that the SE-tree is reduced, and is, consequently, the subsumption tree. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 5.2. 0 
6. Pattern deletion 
Deleting patterns from P can be handled much like pattern addition, except that 
scheduling pattern deletion from PF is in an outermost-to-innermost subexpression 
order. Further, a pattern is deleted from PF only if it is not the argument of any 
pattern in PF. The deletion algorithm follows the same logic as the addition algorithm 
but in a backward order to undo the effect of addition. 
To delete a pattern p from PF, we also need to modify the SE- tree for SE-structure 
(PF, F, P, v), the range of the transition map 0,, and the domains and ranges of all the 
conversion maps &. If p has the formf(t 1, . . . , tk), we have to consider whether each 
ti, i= 1, . .., k, should also be deleted. If p is the only pattern in PF with function 
symbolfwhose ith child is ti, then we have to delete ti from II), and then modify the 
SE-tree for the range of ~Lff and the domain of 8,. If ti is not in P and is not a child of 
any pattern in PF, then we should also delete ti from PF recursively. 
First we show how to modify SE-trees. Since all the SE-trees can be handled the 
same way, we will consider the SE- tree for SE-structure (PF, F, P, v) only. Let x be 
a node in the SE- tree representing a match set X that contains p. After p is deleted 
from PF, x represents the match set X’=X- (p}. The question is whether there is 
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another node y in the SE-tree representing the same set X’, and if so, how should we 
merge x and y. 
To answer this question, we need two additional fields for each node x in the 
SE- tree - (1) a parent pointer parent(x) pointing to the parent of x, and (2) a label list 
field label-list(x) storing a list of patterns in PF that label x. The label lists are initially 
empty. Each time a node x is added to r-index(p), pattern p is added to the right end 
of label-list(x), and each time a node x is deleted from r-index(p), p is deleted from 
label-list(x). The leftmost element of a list is called the head of the list. 
For convenience, we also use the following notations. We assign an integer age(q) to 
each pattern q in PF so that if q is added to PF by the ith insertion and has not been 
deleted, then age(q) = i. Thus, for any tree node x, the patterns in label-list(x) are in 
decreasing order of their ages from left to right. We then define the age of a tree node 
x to be the age of head (label-list(x)). Thus, it makes sense to say that one node or 
pattern is younger or older than another. We say a node x is normal if it is older than 
all its proper descendants and has a different age than any of its siblings. It is not 
difficult to see that if all nodes in the SE- tree are normal, then different tree nodes 
represent different sets of patterns. Thus, our main concern is how to keep every node 
in the SE- tree normal after each deletion. The solution depends on the way that 
patterns are inserted. We assume that the SE-tree is maintained by the basic implemen- 
tation of modify range. In this case, the youngest tree nodes are always the new leaves, 
and each internal node can get at most one new child (which is a new leaf) for each 
new pattern added. Therefore the SE-tree resulting from pure insertions has the 
following properties: 
(1) all the tree nodes are normal; 
(2) patterns labeling a parent are older than patterns labeling its children. 
These two properties lead to the deletion algorithm described below. 
Let p be the pattern just deleted from PF. Then we also delete p from the label list of 
each node xEr-index(p). If p is the head of label-list(x), then x becomes younger and 
may no longer be normal. For each such possible nonnormal node x with parent y, we 
store a pair [x, y] into the set @&ted and temporarily detach x from y, leaving an 
SE- tree with only normal nodes. Then we add the detached nodes back to the SE- tree 
one by one, making sure that no nonnormal node results from this addition: 
procedure add-buck ( ); 
for [x, y] @f&ted loop 
1 if label-list(x) = [ ] then 
for cEchildren(x) loop 
make-child(c, y); 
end loop; 
else make-child (x, y); 
end if; 
end loop; 
end add- buck; 
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On line 1, we find that label-list(x) is empty, which implies that x and its parent 
y represent the same set of patterns. Consequently, we do not add x back to the 
SE-tree, but let y adopt all the children of x. In this case, we say that x is merged into y. 
The procedure make-child(x, y) adds x into children(y), and checks whether y has 
another child c having the same age as x. If there is such a node c, x and c are 
combined. Care is taken to ensure that Properties (1) and (2) are maintained for each 
tree node. Details are given below. 
procedure make-child(x, y); 
2 if 3cEchildren(y)Iage(c)=age(x) then 
preJx:= the longest common prefix of label-list(x) and label-list(c); 
3 if label-list(x) = label-list(c) then 
for zechildren(x) loop 
make-child(z, c); 
end loop; 
elseif prefix = label-list(x) then 
label-list(c) - := prejix; 
children(y) less := c; 
make- child (c, x); 
elseif prefix = label-list(c) then 
label-list(x) - := prejix; 
make- child (x, c); 
else t := newnode( ); 
label-list(t) := prejx; 
make- child (t, y); 
label-list(x) - := prejix; 
make-child(x, t); 
label-list(c) - := prefix; 
children(y) less := c; 
make-child(c, t); 
end if; 
else children(y) with := X; 
parent(x) := y; 
end if; 
end; 
It should be clear that make-child(x, y) does not change the set of patterns repres- 
ented by either x or y, except in line 3, where we find that x and c represent the same 
set of patterns and are therefore merged. Efficiency can be improved here if we merge 
the node having fewer children into the other. 
Modifying the conversion maps and transition maps with respect to pattern 
deletion is much easier than it is with respect to pattern addition. As in pattern 
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addition, the task of modifying a map consists of modifying the domain and range. 
To modify the domain of a map M, we simply delete those merged nodes or 
tuples containing merged nodes from domainM. The space released by this 
deletion can be put in a free list and reused later (when new nodes are added to the 
SE-tree as a result of pattern insertion). To modify the range of a map M, we 
simply replace each merged node x in range M by the node into which x is 
merged. 
Analysis of procedure make-child is straightforward. The test on line 2 can be done 
in O(1) expected time if children(y) are hashed by the head of their label lists. 
(Maintaining the hash tables increases insertion costs by 0( 1) space per tree node and 
O(1) time per add operation.) If this test succeeds, it takes another 0( Iprejixl) time to 
find the longest common prefix prejix. For this cost, we reduce the total size of label 
lists and, therefore, the total size of r-indices by Iprefixl. The other costs are O(1) per 
invocation of make-child, where the total number of invocations is bounded by the 
number of descendants of the nodes in r-index(p). Thus, we pay O(1) time for each 
match set from which p is deleted plus O(1) time for each deletion of nodes from 
r-indices. 
We have assumed that the basic implementation of modify range is used for pattern 
insertion. If we want to use the compact implementation, then it may happen that an 
ancestor has a label younger than some of its descendants’ labels. We can modify the 
procedure make-child to accommodate this situation, but we do not know how to 
bound the time complexity. Since, in general, it is not easy to check whether PF is 
simple after each deletion, the reduced implementation can only be used in a very 
limited way: once PF is no longer simple, it will not be considered simple again until 
PF contains only one pattern v. 
Finally, we want to make some comments on the effect of pattern deletions 
on the amortized overhead of maintaining a dynamic array. Successive deletions 
of elements from the domain of an array can make the array sparse. To 
improve the space utilization, we can halve the range of a dimension whenever 
the load factor of that dimension is below one fourth. Using an argument 
similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can show that the amortized overhead 
due to an arbitrary sequence of doublings and halvings of a k-dimensional 
array is still O(k) for each entry added to the array starting from the unit 
array. 
7. Space/time tradeoff 
In Chase’s algorithm, for each function symbol fe F of arity k, the space required 
for map 8, could be G(2’f”). Here we give a method that decomposes 8, into q 
maps with worst-case space 0(q2 ‘fklq) but leads to time O(q) to solve the bottom-up 
step. 
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For eachfgPF, let PFf be the set of subpatterns in PF of the formf(xi, . . . , xk). Let 
PF, be partitioned into 4 disjoint equal-size sets PF,, 1, . , PF,,,, and consider 
equations, 
17),j={Ci:f(C,, . . ..Ck)EPFf.j}, 
/L>,j={[WZ, UlnII7),j]: MET}, 
Bf,j={ CCml? ...9 ink], m]: mlErangep~qj, . . ..m.ErangepF,j}, 
where m={f(cl,...) c,)~PFf,jIci~mi, i=l,..., k}u{~}. 
We modify the bottom-up step as follows. Let t=f(ti, . . , tk) be a subject tree. 
Instead of computing one Chase match set ms(ti) for each child ti of t and one 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell match set (H-O match set) MS(t) for t, we compute q small 
Chase match set msl (ti), . . . . ms,(ti) for each child ti of t and q small H-0 match sets 
MS1 (0, . . ., MS,(t) for t as follows: 
MSj(t)=Bs,j(msj(tl), . . ..mSj(tk)). 
Then we compute the H-O match set MS(t)=MS,(t)u~~~ uMS,(t). This disjoint 
union can be computed in O(q) time either by hashing or by table-lookup. If table- 
lookup is used, we need a union table T, that maps the tuple [MS1 (t), . . , MS,(t)] to 
the union MS,(t)u...uMS,(t). Since MSj(t)GPF,,j, and IPF,,j/ <1,/q, then the size 
of the T, is 0((2’~‘q)q)=O(2’f). 
Consider the space required by 0, tables. If r), j= 1 rangep),jl, then r:,j= 
0(2’n>.jl)=0(2’ PFf.~~)=0(21f’q), and 18f,jI=O(r>,jx ... ~rF,~)=0(2’f~/~). Thus, the 
total space storing the q 0, tables is O(q2 If kiq), which for q > 1 is asymptotically better 
than Chase’s algorithm in the worst case. 
Space for other data objects is as follows. 
(1) SE-tree for the ranges of 8 tables. Since each set x in rangeof, j is a subset of 
PF, j then I range Of j I = O(21PFf,~I)= 0(2’f1q). Thus, the space of the SE-tree encoding 
rangi;,, j is 0(2 ‘flql;/q). Since there are q such SE-trees forf, then the space for all 
these SE-trees is 0(1,2’f’q). If the partition method is not used, we have one SE-tree 
encoding rangeOr which takes O(2’11,) space. 
(2) Similarly, the SE-tree for rangepL),j takes up 0(2’f’q1f/q) space. There are kq 
such trees for f with a O(1, k2’flq) cumulative space bound. 
(3) The space for P),~ is O(r)=O(2’). There are qk such maps for f; occupying 
O(qk 2’) space altogether. 
In summary, the total space for each function symbol f is O(qk2l+ Ifk2’f’q+ 
q2’fkiq). When q= 1,k/(log k+ l), we obtain the approximate minimum 0(/,k22’/l). 
Summing over all function symbols, we get the overall space bound O(kH,,2’). 
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This upper bound can be further improved by reducing the size of fl maps and the 
union tables. Let PF,, PF,,i, Ii’), j, and 8,, j be defined as before. We split each map 
PL), j into smaller maps ~~pj, with domain p$yj = range (x, where x = Og,sr g EF, s = 1, . . . , q. 
yJ3, "T",,OL;>rj is 0(lrangecrI)=O(21g/q). Summing over ;ll geF, s=l, . . ..q. 
, . . . , k, andfeF, we get an upper bound O(k,,,q 1 F I2”*) for the total 
space needed for the p tables. 
Because of this splitting, the bottom-up step should be modified accordingly. Let 
t=f(t1, . ..) tk) be a subject tree. Assume that ti=gi(...). As before, we split the H-O 
match set MS(t) into 4 small H-0 match sets MS1 (t), . . . , MS,(t), and split each Chase 
match set ms(ti) into 9 small Chase match sets msl(ti), ..,ms,(ti). The small H-O 
match sets are computed as before: 
but the small Chase match sets are computed differently: 
where msj,s(ti) = p>Pj(MS,(ti)), f  = 0,+ ,s. Again, the disjoint union msj, 1 (ti)u.“~ mSj,,(ti) 
can be computed in O(q) time either by hashing or table-lookup. This increases 
the time per step to 4’. If table-lookup is used for the disjoint union, then we need a 
union table T)a; to map the tuple [msj, 1 (ti), . . . . msj,,(ti)] into the union 
PKSj, 1 (ti)U.“UmSj,,(ti). Let Yg,,s =PFgi,sn~7),j, and let ysi=PFg,nZ7),j. Since 
msj,s(ti)=CL~,~(MS,(ti))~PFg,,,n~n),j=Ysi,s, then the size of T)a,! IS 
0(2lV,,.ll x . . . x 2lK4= (3(217,,. l”‘~~u’is,.*l) = 0(2li’s,l). Summing over all the function 
symbols gi, we obtain the upper bound 0(2 In;,jl) = O(2’f’q) for the total space for the 
union tables of the form T>,:. Summing this space further for j= 1, . . . , q, i= 1, . . . , k, 
andfEF, we get upper bound 0(k,,,q2”4) for the total space for all the union tables, 
which is less than the space for the p tables. 
The space for the SE-trees and B tables are roughly as before. Thus the overall space 
is O(k,,, q2 /2’jq + q21kmax14). 
Since this approach is meaningful only for step time complexities better than O(1), 
i.e., 4 =0(G), the best upper bound we can get in this case is roughly O($2ck4) for 
some constant c. This result also indicates that this approach is useful only when 
Irl$2J. 
In a practical implementation it is not necessary for PFf to be partitioned into 
disjoint equal-size subsets. For example, we can let PF,,, be the set of patterns that 
are not children of any pattern, PF,,i be the set of children of patterns in PF,, i _ 1 not 
contained in PF,,j, where i = 1,. . . , maximum height of patterns, j < i. Then the maps 
p>,‘j can be omitted for cx = OS, s, where s>j+ 1. Alternatively, we can let PF,,i be the 
set of all children of patterns in PF,,i_ 1. Now the size of each subset may grow, but 
the maps p>,aj can be omitted for all cr = 0,, s, where s #j + 1. It is an interesting question 
how to find a partition of PF that minimizes the map size for a fixed per step time 
bound. 
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8. Match set elimination 
Aiming for a bottom-up pattern matching method that utilizes space efficiently by 
avoiding conversion and transition maps, Hoffmann and O’Donnell [20] investigated 
the subclass of binary simple patterns; i.e., simple patterns in which the maximum 
arity of any function symbol is two. Although greatly restricted, this class is interest- 
ing, because conventional arithmetic and operations in combinatory logic have arity 
less than or equal to two. For binary simple patterns they gave an algorithm requiring 
no transition maps, but uses O(1’) space for both preprocessing and computing 
MPTMp, 0(/h’) preprocessing time (recall that h is the longest path in the subsump- 
tion tree), and O(h’) time instead of O(1) time for the bottom-up Step 1. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell also considered reducing pattern forests to equivalent 
binary form. For each function symbolfEF, where A(f)> 2, introduce a new function 
symbol twoS. Transformation Tl replaces each f-pattern f(xl, . . . , xk) in PF where 
k>2 byf(two/(x,, x2), x3, . ..> xk). Transformation T2 applies Tl repeatedly until it 
can no longer be applied. 
The following lemma states without proof that transformation Tl and, conse- 
quently, T2 is correct. 
Lemma 8.1. Let patterns p’ and q’ be formed from patterns p, qEPF by transformation 
Tl. Then p<q ifand only ifp’6q’. 
Although it is correct, transformation T2 may not always be usefully applied. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell showed that T2 sometimes, but not always, preserves the 
simple pattern property. For a counterexample, consider two patterns f(xl, x2, x3) 
andf( y, , y2, y3) in a simple pattern forest PF. If x1 > y, , x2 < y,, and x3 is incompar- 
able with y3, then the new pattern forest that results from transformation Tl would 
not be simple, because of twof(xl, x2) and twoJ(yl, y2). 
However, we can give an interesting class of pattern forests that remains simple 
under transformation T2. A simple pattern forest PF is very simple if for each 
k-ary function symbol ~EF with k > 2 and every two distinct f-patterns f(xl, . , xk) 
and f(yl, . . . . yk), we know that Vi= 1, . . . . k-l (((Vj= 1, . . . . ilxjayj) and 
(3j= 1, . ..) ilXj>Yj))+Xi+l #Yi+ll 
Lemma 8.2. Pattern forest PF is very simple if and only if the pattern forest PF’ that 
results from transformation TI is very simple. 
Lemma 8.3. If a binary pattern forest is simple, then it is also very simple. 
Proof. Iff(x,, y,) andf(xz, y2) are any twof-patterns in PF and x1 <x2, then y, f y,. 
Otherwise, PF would not be simple; that is, we would have f(xl, y2)< f(xI, yI) and 
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The preceding lemmas show that Theorem 8.4 holds true. 
Theorem 8.4. The class of very simple patterns is the largest subclass of simple patterns 
for which transformation T2 preserves pattern forests that are simple. 
We will give a bottom-up algorithm for binary simple patterns with O(1) space to 
compute MPTMp and O(log 1) time to compute the bottom-up step. Our preprocess- 
ing time and space are the same as that of Hoffmann and O’Donnell. The algorithm 
makes use of persistant search trees [33], and we expect it to be fast in practice. 
Let PF be the pattern forest for a set P of simple patterns, and let T be its 
subsumption tree. Recall that for simple patterns each match set can be represented by 
the unique minimum pattern in the set. If pi represents the match set for subpattern ti 
of the subject, i = 1. k, then the match set for f (t 1, . . . , tk) is represented by the pattern 
determined by the following formula: 
(New bottom-up step): 
(4) min/((v}u{ f(ql, . . ..qk)EPFIqiapi. i= 1 . . k}) 
We call pattern f( pl, . . . , pk) the search argument for Step 4. 
Consider any binary function f appearing in PF, and let f(p,, p2) be the search 
argument for Step 4. (We will not discuss unary patterns and constants, which are 
simpler subcases.) We want to analyze (i) the worst-case cost of performing Step 4; and 
(ii) the auxiliary space while executing Step 4. 
An important observation is that, unlike patterns p1 and p2, search argument 
f(p,, p2) might not belong to the subsumption tree T! Consequently, if we let 1 >v 
denote a new maximum pattern, and if we define relation R= { [x, y]: 
f(x, ~)EPF}u{ [l, l]}, then we can replace Step 4 for search argumentf(p,, p2) more 
conveniently by, 
(5) min/{ Cx, yleR 1x3~~ and y3pz) 
If [l, l] is the answer to query (5), then v is the answer to query (4); otherwise, if [w, z] 
is the answer to (5) for w, z#l, then f(w, z) is the answer to query (4). 
Expression (5) can be computed by locating the pair belonging to R of nearest 
ancestors of nodes p1 and p2 with respect to subsumption tree T. This characterization 
is meaningful because of Lemma 8.3. 
In order to compute (5) efficiently, the difficulties of two-dimensional ancestor 
testing and searching within partially ordered sets need to be overcome. This is done 
by reducing the two-dimensional nearest ancestor search in tree T to single-dimen- 
sional searching through a totally ordered set. The essential idea is presented just 
below. 
Let R {x} denote the set { y: [x , y]~ R}, and let domain R denote the set n$ = (x: 
[x, y]gR}. For each xEdomain R, define set S(x)= U,,,R{ y}; for each z~S(x) define 
witness 
w(x, z)=min/{ycR-‘(z} 1~2~). 
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Then we can compute (5) by performing these three queries: 
(6) (i) q,=min/{x~domainRIx3pI}, 
6) q2=min/CyES(ql)ly3Pz}), 
(iii) q3 = w(qlj qd. 
If either q1 or q2 equals 1, then u is the answer to query (4); otherwise, the answer is 
f(q3, q2). 
The three queries (6) reduce computation (5) to finding single-dimensional nearest 
ancestors and computing and storing sets S(x). Nearest ancestors in trees can be 
computed efficiently based on the following idea. Let pm(i) and des(i) be the preorder 
number and descendant count of node i in tree T. Then node i is an ancestor of node 
j iff pre(i) dpre( j)<pre(i)+ des(i); also, if i and k are both ancestors of j, then i is 
nearer than k to j iffpre(i)>pre(k). 
Let Q be any subset of the nodes in T. Then for any node p in T, we can compute 
(7) min/{xEQIx>p) 
whenever a solution exists by finding the node i in Q with maximum pre(i) such that 
pre(i)<pre(p) <pre(i)+ des(i). To facilitate this computation we can preprocess Q as 
follows. For all i in Q define functionfind(pre(i))= i. Also, for all ~EQ, whenever there 
is nojEQ such that pre( j)=pre(i)+des(i), then we define find(pre(i)+des(i)) to be the 
node kgQ such that pre(k) is the maximum for which pre(k)bpre(i)+ 
des(i)<pre(k)+des(k). Hence, (7) can be solved by computing$find(z), where z is the 
greatest element in domainjind such that zdpre(p). 
We can store domainjirzd as either a red/black tree [16, 361 or Willard’s variant of 
the Van Emde Boas priority queue [37, 381 and obtain the following time/space 
bounds. Both data structures use space 0( 1 Q I). Computing query (7) costs O(log I Q I) 
time with red/black trees, and O(log log I) time with priority queues (where 1 is the 
number of nodes in T). 
Based on the preceding analysis, we can perform query 6(i) with O(1) cumulative 
space if we store all of the domains ofjind maps for each binary functionfEF either as 
red/black trees or Van Emde Boas priority queues. Query time is O(logl,) using 
red/black trees, O(loglog I) with priority queues. 
To facilitate queries 6(ii) and (iii) we can combine witnesses and find maps as 
follows. Let find, be the Jind map for S(x). Then define 
Pndwx(z) = Cw(x,$finM)), Jid(41 
We can store all these findw, maps for each x~nj using a minor variant of the 
persistent search tree of Sarnak and Tarjan [33] (see also [ll]). Recall that a persist- 
ent search tree can store a sequence To, T1, , T, of sets, where To is empty in space 
O(s) in which s =~~r~ 1 Tid c+ 1 I and d represents symmetric difference. It can also 
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support the nearest neighbor operation pred(i, x) = max/{ yE Ti I y bx} in O(log s) 
worst-case time. 
Consider the sequence [ Jindw, : xeI7j.l of maps ordered according to a preordering 
of I7: relative to the subsumption tree (where the empty set is implicitly the first 
member of the sequence). Let us store this sequence in a persistent search tree using 
domain values of the$ndw maps as keys. Since the sum of the sizes of the symmetric 
differences of successive maps in the sequence is bounded by 0( CxGn; 1 R (x} I)= O(l,), 
then queries 6(ii) and (iii) can be solved in time O(logls). If q1 is the answer to query 
6(i), then the pair [q3, q2] =jndw,,(z) solves queries 6(ii) and (iii), where z is the 
greatest element in domainjnndw,, such that zbpre(p,). The cumulative space for 
storing jndw maps in persistent search trees for all the binary functions ~EF is 
just O(I). 
Preprocessing for solving (6) involves constructing the subsumption tree T and 
computing preorder and descendant numbers (pre and des) for each of its nodes. 
Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s Algorithm A [20] decides whether PF is simple and 
computes the transitive closure of Tin time 0(12 k,,,) and space O(r2). It is straight- 
forward to modify their algorithm to decide whether PF is very simple and to produce 
T without changing the theoretical complexity. Once T is available, pre and des can be 
computed in O(I) steps (since T has 1 nodes). 
Preprocessing for 6(i) involves computing Jind maps over set fl; for each function 
symbolfEF. If ni is preordered with respect to T, we can compute the find map for 
fas follows. Pass through nj in linear time, definingfind(pre(x)) to be x for each 
x~Z7; encountered. Recall that we also need to compute the nearest ancestor of x in 
l7$ to be assigned to$nd(pre(x) + des(x)) whenever pre(x) + des(x) is not the preorder 
number of some node yen:. These ancestors can be computed by stacking the 
anticipated number pre(x)+des(x) together with the ancestor of x while searching 
through Ii’;. It may be helpful to think of the algorithm as processing numbers pre(x) 
as left parentheses (which are all distinct) and pre(x) +des(x) as balancing right 
parentheses (which need not be distinct for different values of x). Details are given 
below. 
-Initialize ancestor to be the artificial top element of all nodes in T 
-whose preorder number is less than old-num = 1+ 1; its ancestor 
~ old-ancestor is undefined 
ancestor := 1 
-Handle left boundary of T using 0 as an artificial preorder number 
jnd(0) := ancestor 
old-ancestor := undejned 
old-num := I+ 1 
stack := [old-ancestor, old-num] 
for x&q loop 
(while old- num < pre(x)) 
-old-num is the pre(y)+des(y) for some node y whose nearest ancestor 
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-is old- ancestor 
jind(old-num) := old-ancestor 
pop stack 
ancestor := old-ancestor 
[old-num, old-ancestor] := top stack 
end 
if old-num = pre(x) then 
pop stack 
ancestor := old-ancestor 
[old- num, old- ancestor] := top stack 
end 
$nd( pre(x)) := x 
if old-num#pre(x)+des(x) then 
-This test guarantees that old-num values in successive stack entries must 
-be distinct 
old-num := pre(x) + des(x) 
old-ancestor := ancestor 
push [old-num, old-ancestor] onto stack 
end 
ancestor := x 
end 
(while old-ancestor # undefined) 
- Process remaining right boundaries 
find(old-num):= old-ancestor 
pop stack 
[old-num, old-ancestor] := top stack 
end 
Algorithm Compute-find 
Algorithm Compute-find runs in O(lf) steps. If we fold in the code to store 
domainjnd in a red/black tree, the preprocessing time is O(lslog lf). In a single 
preorder traversal of T, we can preorder the elements of Z7: for all functionsfEF in 
O(1) time. The total preprocessing time to compute red/black trees storingjnd maps 
for all of the function symbols together is then 0(1 log1). Using Willard’s data 
structure instead takes expected time 0(1 log 1) or worst-case time 0(12 log l), because 
it depends on perfect hashing [13]. 
Preprocessing for 6(ii) and (iii) involves computingjindw, maps over sets S(x) for 
each x~Il+. We compute these maps according to a preorder search through l7;. 
Suppose that y comes immediately after x in the preordering of n+. Suppose also that 
jindw, is computed for set S(x). Our goal is to compute jindw, for set S(y) by 
performing modifications to jindw,. It suffices to consider two cases: (1) where y is 
a proper descendant of x in T, and (2) otherwise. 
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If y is a proper descendant of x, then S(y)=S(x)uR(y}. In this case we can com- 
pute jndw, by first computing the find map local-jnd for R {y} using Algorithm 
Compute-find. By Lemma 8.3 we know that no element in R(y} is a proper an- 
cestor of any element in S(x). Hence, for each zEdomain local-find, if local-j&(z) # 1, 
we perform the update $&w,(z):= [y, local-jnd(z)], where y will always be a new 
witness; otherwise if local-find(z)= 1, we perform a nearest neighbor query 
u=max/{u~domain$ndw,~udz}, and assign findwx(u) to jndwx(z). The map that 
results from these operations is jindw,. 
If we assume that dummy value 0 is the first element in Z7; in which S(0) and$ndw, 
are both empty, then the preceding approach for Case 1 can be used to compute the 
first jindw map in our sequence. To handle Case 2 in which y is not a proper 
descendant of x, we first find the closest proper ancestor u of y in IZ;, where dummy 
value 0 is regarded as a proper ancestor of every other node. Next, we update$ndw, to 
form a copy ofjindw,. Finally, we update the copy ofjndw, to obtainjndw, using the 
method for Case 1. 
More specifically, let A be the union of the sets ({pve(i): i~R{y}}u{pre(i)+des(i): 
iER{y}}) for all y coming after u among the preordered elements of fl: such that y is 
an ancestor of x. Then for each ZEA, if it belongs to the domain ofjndw,, assign 
jndw,(z) tojindw,(z); otherwise, remove z from domainjndw,. This step turnsfindw, 
into a copy of$ndw,. Mapjndw, is obtained by further modifyingfindw, according to 
the method for Case 1. 
If we use a persistent red/black tree, the total preprocessing costs to compute and 
store maps jndw for function fare O(1,) space and O(lf log 1,) time. The cumulative 
preprocessing costs to compute these maps for all functionsfeF is, thus, O(I) space 
and O(1 log 1) time. 
Summing up the preceding discussion, we have Theorem 8.5. 
Theorem 8.5. Bottom-up Step 4 can be computed for binary simple patterns in 
O(log1) time and O(l) auxiliary space. Total preprocessing costs are O(l’) time and 
space. 
The reduction of very simple pattern forests PF to binary form introduces 0( (F I) 
new function symbols and O(k,,, 1) new subpatterns. The cost of the bottom-up step 
is approximately doubled, while the theoretical complexity for preprocessing remains 
unchanged. 
The time bound in Theorem 8.5 can be improved to O((loglog 1)‘) by using 
a persistent form of the Van Emde Boas queues to answer queries of type 6(ii) and (iii). 
These queues can be made persistent by applying the results of Dietz [S]. Dietz’s result 
gives as an immediate corollary that the Van Emde Boas structure can be made 
persistent at a time cost of a factor of log log 1 per operation. The time for lookups is 
worst-case; the preprocessing time (to build the data structure) is expected, because it 
depends on hashing [9, 133 to keep the space down. The space bound remains O(I). 
The expected preprocessing time is O(l(log log 1)2). 
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9. Conclusion 
We believe that a deeper analysis and exploitation of the structure of pattern 
matching can lead to further algorithmic improvements. It might also be worthwhile 
to consider hybrid pattern matching methods that combine our different algorithms. 
The main open problem in the method of match set elimination is to compute the 
subsumption tree T in better time and space than Hoffmann and O’Donnell’s 
Algorithm A. Of course, this method would also benefit from improvements in 
construction time for persistent Van Emde Boas priority queues. In a subsequent 
paper we will report how to extend our algorithms to a more complex pattern 
language, which is used to perform semantic analysis within RAPTS. 
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Appendix: Pattern algebra 
Let U be the set of all possible patterns. Let 3 be the more general than relation 
between patterns. The relation 3 is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. Thus, 
(U, 2) is a partial order. It is easy to see that any subset S of U has a least upper bound 
l&(S) in U. Thus, U is a join lattice with u being the maximum element. But it is not 
a lattice. 
Two patterns in U are said to be compatible if they have a lower bound in U. We can 
show Lemma A.l. 
Lemma A.l. A jinite set of patterns P has a greatest lower bound glb(P) in U iff these 
patterns are mutually compatible. 
Proof. The only if part is trivial. We need only to prove the if part. 
Basis: P contains at least one leaf x. If x=v, then glb(P)=glb( {x, glb(P- {xl)}) 
=glb(P- {x}). If x is a constant, then glb(P)=x. 
Induction: Suppose that all patterns in P have the same function symbolfwith arity 
k>O. Then glb(P)=f(glb((x,:f(x,, . . ..xk)EP}). . . ..glb({x.: fx,, . . ..xk)EP})). 0 
Let PF be any finite subset of U. A subset M of PF is called a match set (w.r.t. PF) if 
there is a pattern t in U such that M ={xEPF 1x2 t}. By the definition of match set 
and compatibility we have Lemma A.2. 
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Lemma A.2. If M is a match set, then the patterns in M are mutually compatible. 
Lemma A.3. M is a match set w.r.t. PF ifSM = {xEPF I x >glb(M)}, i.e, iffM is a match 
set of glb(M) w.r.t. PF. 
Proof. The if part is trivial. Consider the only if part. Since M is a match set w.r.t. 
PF, then there is some tEU such that M = {xEPF 1x3 t}. Since glb(M)B t, then 
M={xEM(x>glb(M))s{xEPF) x>glb(M)}~{x~PFIx~t}=M. 0 
Lemma A.4. If MI and M2 are two match sets w.r.t. PF, then MI n M2 is also a match 
set w.r.t. PF. 
Proof. Since M, and M2 are two match sets w.r.t. PF, then MI = {xEPF 1x2 
glb(M,)} and M2={x~PF1x3glb(M2)}. Therefore, 
M,nM,=(x~PF(x3glb(M,) and x3glb(M2)} 
={x~PF/x3lub({glb(M,),glb(M~)})), 
which is a match set. 0 
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